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MIRRORy

The
Fairfield
Volume 10, No. 28

Our Tenth Year

Thursday, March 19, 1987

The Image of Fairfield

Lady Stags Withdraw
From MAAC Tournament
By Chris Michailoff
Staff Writer
The Lady Stags, who finished their
season at 18-10 overall, and in third place
in the MAAC, were forced to withdraw
from
the
MAAC
championship
tournament. According to Dr. Harold
Menninger, the university Athletic
Director, "Fairfield University had
voluntarily withdrawn its women's
basketball team from the Metro Atlantic
Athletic
Conference
championship
tournament"
The team had already played 28
basketball games this season.
The
NCAA allows a Division I women's
basketball team to play 28 games, but
the NCAA-game limit includes play in
conference post-season tournaments. The
playoffs are considered one game by the
NCAA, regardless of how many games a
team plays in the tournament. The Lady
Stags played 28 regular season games
this season. If they had gone to the
MAAC tournament they would have
committed a violation which could have
resulted in sanctions against the team. A
misinterpretation
of the
NCAA's
regulation on regular season games
resulted in the extra game being played.
The Lady Stags had set the 1986-87
schedule last year. The Head Coach,
Dianne Nolan, worked out the schedule
and submitted a copy to the then Athletic
Director Don Cook.
The Athletic
Director confirms the schedule and sends
it on to the MAAC offices for approval.
After it gains committee approval it is
sent to the NCAA for final approval.
The extra game error had slipped past
everyone.
Menninger, the current Athletic
Director said, "No one individual is
responsible for this administrative error.
At this time there are many people who
are responsible."
Before Fairfield had played their
28th game Mark Breslin, Nolan's
husband and assistant coach, told Nolan
that the team had played one game more
then any other MAAC team. Nolan
reported this to Menninger. He in turn
checked the NCAA manual and looked at
the 1985-86 team schedule.
In the
previous season the Lady Stags had
played 29 games. In effect the team was

in violation of NCAA regulations in that
season also. It went unreported and
undetected.
Menninger gave Nolan approval to
play the 28th game, not aware of the
regulation stating no team could play
more than 27 regular season games.
On Thursday MAAC commisioner
Don DiJulia was reading a New Jersey
paper which printed the Lady Stags final
record. Realizing the discrepancy, DiJulia
contacted Fairfield.
Once the team had played the 28th
game and realized they would be in
violation of NCAA if they were to play
in the tournament, they voluntarily
withdrew. The university reported the
mistake to the NCAA.
The Lady Stags appealed to the
NCAA for a possible exception. "We
weren't trying to gain an advantage in
this situation." Nolan said. "I felt an
honest mistake had been made and they
were tough consequences to pay." The
NCAA refused to waive the rule for
Fairfield.
Nolan
says
that
she
was,
"devastated" and it was the hardest thing
she ever had to do in telling the team the
news of the decision.
"I was looking forward to playing in
the MAAC tournament." said Senior
Chana Wilkerson. "But it was a bad way
to go out and there's no one to blame."
Junior Tasia Turkalo, a second team
All-MAAC selection for the past two
seasons echoed Wilkerson's sentiments.
"It was devasting to the team, and what
made it harder was that we found out the
day the men made it into the NCAA's.
We all worked hard and put in alot of
time." This was the Lady Stags finest
season.
"I'd rather lose on the court than
lose by not playing at all." said Dana
Pellegrino, a first team All-MAAC guard
this season. "There was nothing we can
do about it. The team was working hard
all year and we just want the chance to
prove that we can win."
Just as in the men's program, the
winner of the MAAC tournament earns
an automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament. Fairfield was seeded third,
behind LaSalle and Holy Cross, two
schools they had recently defeated.
Manhattan won the tournament.
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Meet the 1987-88 FUSA Cabinet. (L to R) Front Row—John Chiania, Bridget Moran, Tina Bugaro, Karen Beedenbender, Carmine (Happy to be in FUSA) Anzalone, Sam Faillace and Mr. Ritchie. Back Row—Tony Minnefor, Rusty Magner,
Shireen Rustum, Lisa Shook, Frank Carroll, Charlene Sorvillo, Kerry Pollicino,
Tina Maciag, Marianne Walsh, Terri Durso, Ken Caisse.
[Photo by Andrea Whitehouse]

ITS A NICE PLACE TO VISIT, BUT... Eddie Golden takes it to the hoop in the
Hoosier Dome. The Stags were ousted from the first round of the NCAA
tournament by Indiana 92-58 in front of 29,610 spectators. (See story page
16)
(Photo by Kevin Wolfthal)

Study on University Revealed
By Joseph T. Draper
Editor in Chief
The University is in the midst of its
most comprehensive self evaluation in
preparation for its ten year accreditation
renewal by the New England Association
of Schools and Colleges (NEASC). A
final draft will be submitted to the
Association in August.
Rev. Thomas J. Savage, S.J., the
assistant Vice President of Academics,
began directing the self-study in January
of last year. Over one hundred faculty
members, administrators and students are
actively studying the various aspects of
the university in an attempt to present a
comprehensive and accurate picture of the
school to the agency.
"It (the study) does not examine or
assess
individual
programs
or
departments as such. We have chosen to
be comprehensive rather than focus on
one or two issues." Savage said "The
accrediting agency has over 100 pages on
procedures. There are twelve standards of
evaluation. We have organinzed these
into eight task forces."
The following are the task forces:
The Unversity. It is responsible for
reviewing the school as a whole and the
entire academic system of Fairfield.
Organization and Governance looks at the
management and govenance according to
certain predetermined criteria. Programs
and Instruction examines the educational
programs available here.

Other task forces have studied the
Faculty, Student Services and Special
Activities,
Library
and
Learning
Resources, Physical and Financial
Resources and finally Ethical Practices,
Publications and Advertising.
In the first draft distributed
throughout the school in late February
the Self-Study highlighted the strengths
and areas of concern within the univesity
community.
The group listed the following
among the school's strengths:
"Strong presidential leadership and
initiative especially in the areas of
advancement and planning. Continued
commitment to a strong core requirement
for all undergraduates in the College of
Arts and Sciences, School of Business
and School of Nursing."
"The development of new academic
programs and minors to increase the
University's ability to respond to an
increasingly
computer-oriented
and
technological
society,
a
more
international perspective, a business
environment in which issues of finance
are of special concern, and a more
complex world in which ethical choices
and issues of faith, peace and justice are
of increasing significance."
"Exceptionally dedicated and loyal
University support staff and the
"continued diversification in membership
on the Board of Trustees" were also seen
as positive.
Continued on page 2
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Cheers

The mural by Robert Girandola is located in Loyola Ground. I depicts the people in
a city street scene.
[Photo by Andrea Whitehouse]

Self-Study Progresses
as Deadline Approaches
Continued from page one

The group also listed some
weaknesses at Fairfield.
The report says "all members of the
University Community are aware that the
increasing affluence of Fairfield County
has its negative side, particularly evident
in the burden which housing and
transportation
costs
on
salaries,
recruitment, and overall compensation
packages."
"Opportunities need to be developed
for the greater involvement of the the
library administration and professional
staff into areas of academic life where
they can make a contribution."
"Participation by the Univesity
community in special events and lectures
is lacking."
"An increasing number of students
are going through the student discpilinary
process, whether because of more

problems are occuring or more are
reported, and the bulk of the incidents
tend to be alcohol related."
"The University remains hightly
dependent on tuition income to meet
operating expenses, even though other
sources of income have increased."
The report is available for those
who want to read it in full in numerous
locations on campus. The FUSA office,
the Mirror and most administrators have
it available. Fr. Savage also said that he
would try to send it to the clubs and
organizations on campus.
Groups and individuals have several
weeks to respond to the report if they feel
their area is not accurately portrayed.
After the Self-Study in finalized,
NEASC will come to Fairfield and verify
the results. They are expected to spend
several days in October observing the
University and speaking to indivuals
here.

By Joseph T. Draper
Editor-in-Chief

On March 6 the University Board of
Trustees convened in Bellarmine Hall to
review the 1987-88 operating budget. The
results of that meeting are made public in
early April.
The day began with the Finance committee meeting to first approve or amend the
budget. This committee is comprised of
seven Board members who have expertise
in the area of finance. The following are the
members of that committee. Roger Keefe,

R.M. Keefe Associates, Inc., South Norwalk; Richard McKeough, Chief Financial
Officer (retired), Time Inc.; Fortune Pope,
Vice-President and Treasurer, The Pope
Foundation; Leslie Quick, Chairman and
CEO, The Quick & Reilly Group, Inc.;
John Sachs, Ph. D., Great Lakes Carbon
Corp.; Daniel P. Tully, President and
COO, Merrill Lynch & Co.
The full Board met later in the day where
they reviewed the Finance Committees
recommendations and the budget itself.
It is anticipated that tuition will increase
in the 1987-88 academic year.

NYSELIUS LIBRARY
HAS EXTENDED ITS
SATURDAY HOURS
TO 11:00 P.M.

Haircuts

$29
1 Month
Unlimited
Tanning*

§

THE TANNING PROFESSIONALS

$10
The Shop unisex hairstylists
Proudly Welcomes
Debbie Seminaro
(formerly of Supercuts)

ni -SLOP

TROPieAb
'plus surcharge

Trustees Meet

COLLEGE BOWL '87 BEGINS MARCH 31.
MORE DETAILS AVAILABLE AT
MANDATORY CAPTAIN'S MEETING
MARCH 30. FUSA OFFICE, 7:30 P.M.

fflOc/S
..iJl-tki^lu-te fcmtj-- CPS

SiirjTar? Center

Boos.. .to Indiana's homecourt advantage ... what chance does any team have in
Hoosier Dome against them?... to those
professors who scheduled tests the Monday
after Break. . .it's a perfect combatant to
grade inflation and a sucker punch... to 15
hour van rides... no basketball game was
worth that many hours of flatulation with
the Red Sea. . .except Stag games...

Cheers... To the group who devoted
their Spring Break to doing volunteer work
in Appalachia.. . your generosity is admired and respected... to the Senior baseball players... every year they travel
South, play a murderous schedule and miss
chasing women all over sunny beaches and
accomplish what?
... to the Cheerleaders... all year they
have galavanted with the Stags and given
them the needed support to win the
MAAC... to Henry Stevens.. . thanks to
his last second scheduling every Stag fan in
IN. had a room, a ticket and a beer...

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

255-7414
SOSanfordSt. Fairfield
(Downtown Flld)

227-4880
719 Post Rd.E.
Westport

Unisex Haircutting

259-1732

33 THORPE STREET, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Located Off Of Post Road — Behind the All Star Deli
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Now Accepting Applications
For All Editorial Positions For
i987-'88

MIRRORy

The
Fairfield

News Editors
Arts & Entertainment
Features Editors
Sports Editors
Commentary
Photography Editors
Graphics Editors
Public Relations Director
Production Managers and Paste-up Artists
Other Sections Ideas are Welcome
The Mirror wants and needs new people. No preference will be given to current Section
Editors. We will train the people who have the desire to participate in an activity like no other
on campus. We possess the latest typesetting equipment which allows us to produce the entire
newspaper on campus. To alleviate the demands there will be two editors per section next year.
Interviews will begin the last week in March. We urge any interested parties to inquire
futher at the Mirror office located in Gonzaga or to speak with current Mirror editors. The
hours are long and the demands are considerable but it may be the most satisfying organization
going. Join us in our Second Decade.

DEADLINE: APRIL TWO
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN THE MIRROR OFFICE STARTING MARCH 20TH

GET INVOLVED LN SOMETHING SPECIAL!
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Editorials
Lady Stags Still A Success
This year the University Community was again treated to a
successful campaign by the Stag basketball team. For a moment minds
drifted from tests, tuition payments and deadlines to thoughts of
championships, glory and triumph. It is what makes a university
experience unique and special. Both players and fans walked away
with memories of 18 point deficits overcome and parking lots jammed
with the entire student body. We salute the fans who have supported
the team so religiously this season (i.e Red Sea) and thank the players
for giving us such inspirational basketball.
But Fairfield had another team that deserves praise and acclaim.
This year's Lady Stags finished with their most successful regular
season ever. They finished at 18-10, which was good for third in the
very competitive MAAC. In the closing weeks they defeated Holy
Cross and LaSalle the two teams that were seeded ahead of them going
into the MAAC playoffs. The winner of the playoffs receives an
automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.
As reported on the front page the Lady Stags did not go to that
tournament.
Who is to blame for the scheduling foul up is now academic. The
team could not play one more regular season game without being in
violation of NCAA regulations. The MAAC tournament is considered
one game, regardless of how many a team actually plays. The NCAA
refused to allow an exemption for Fairfield even though it was partly
to blame for the mix-up. The schedule of games is done a year in
advance by the Head Coach. The Coach then passes it on to the
Athletic Director who sends it to the conference headquarters who
forward it to the NCAA offices. At each junction the schedule was
reviewed and approved. Thus the NCAA was a participant in the
scheduling mix-up.
The NCAA did not see it that way and refused to set a "precedent"
in this case. If Fairfield were to play in the tournament they could
have been put on probation next year. The Lady Stags voluntarily
withdrew from the tournament. It is a shame that the NCAA has
confused Fairfield with SMU. The university officials were not
attempting to gain an unfair advantage over their rivals by playing an
extra game. It was an honest mistake.
Forever this year's Lady Stags, particularly Seniors Karen
Brandt and Pam Rivers will ask the question "What if...?"
To them we say you are true champions who have demonstrated
that endless hours of dogged determination and sweat do pay off. We
congratulate them for their successful campaign.
Fairfield can be proud of its basketball programs. They are
winners.

Men's MAAC Game
To The Editor:
It was my good tortune to tx
present when the Fairfield Universit>
men's basketball team and its fans won
the MAAC tournament for the second
consecutive year. I mention the fans,
particularly the students, because they
contributed to the victory with theii
enthusiastic support.
One of the great benefits ol
competive sports is that they teach many
lessons about life in a way that is less
painful than the real thing. It would be
sad indeed if we fans missed the
opportunity to reflect on some of the
lessons this season and, particularly, the
championship game have to offer.
First, while there is never a
guarantee for success, in every activity
those who work the hardest have a
definite advantage.
In my humble
opinion, the single most significant
advantage we had over Iona was
conditioning. In short, they ran out oi
gas and our guys didn't. Extra stamina
isn't God given, as are some of the othei
talents and physical assets. You get
more stamina by working hard-like
running early in the morning, weight
training, etc.
Second, it has always amazed me in
sports, business and every other human
i endeavor how important it is to "hang ir
there" with discipline.
When things were tough and we
were down by 17 or 18 points, our playei
and their coaches showed no signs ol
panic or disorganization. I guarantee tha
if they had, we would have been blowr
out. Instead, we stayed in our offense
kept our concentration and the player;
followed coaching directions as t<
adjustments.
At this point, I have to mentioi
perhaps the only negative abou
Monday's game. When I left after tht
game, it wasn't difficult to tell where the
Fairfield students had parked.
This
nationally televised game, including the

tremendous student support that was seen
by viewers, spoke well for Fairfield
University. I am glad nobody in T.V.
land got a look at the parking lot.
There is a final lesson that sports
teach all of us, and that is how to lose.
Nobody likes it very much, but it is
usually an inevitable part of sports and
always of living.
The outstanding
people and teams find a way to improve
as a result of the experience. The Stags
are the best example to come along in
quite a while.
My sincere compliments to all of
the coaches and players for a job well
done. My compliments to the student
body as well, for the enthusiastic support
they have shown.
See you at the
NCAA.

Sincerely,
L.W. Miles
Chairman
Board of Tnistws

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Executive Editor
Associate Editor
.News
Arts and Entertainment
Features
Sports
Commentary
Photography
Fashion
Graphics
BUSINESS STAFF
Public Relations
Advertising Manager
Assistant Ad Managers
Account Executive
Business Managers
Production Manager

Joseph T. Draper
Melissa Campanelli
John Courtmanche
Lisa Boyne
Connie McKenna
Robert Amoroso
Joe DeVito
Paul Fabbri
Hadaelena Messia
Andrea Whitehouse
Sandi DiCeasare
Lisa Hughes
Laura Malerba
Sam Faillace
David Mezzapelle
Ann Regillio
Mike McPadden
Sheri Lament
Chris Costanzo
Leigh Danenberg

SHUTTLE BUS ROUTE UPDATE

noonesbury

M

M
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THEAPSNOW'PUNNING ON
\ 40 STATIONS. ITS ALREADY A
0/6 HITIN THE MAPKETf*—t± PLACB, ESPECIALLY
jMSb* urm THE YOUNG
*ANPTHE RESTLESS.
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Two weeks ago we wrote an editorial advocating a more
direct shuttle route to the Beach for those students who
support the system.
Mr. Henry Stevens, Director of
University Transportation tells us that that has already
been done. Again we urge students who live at the beach to
support the shuttle and to let Student Services know that
you plan to use it next year.

THE PEMANPHAS PICKED UP SO
MUCH AT COLLEGES THAT THE COMIWiy IS LEASING FRANCHISES TO
-i, CAMPUS PEPS!
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HI,"CAROL"
OH, YES, COKE IN,
HL'BOB.PP. WHOOPEE!I'M
HERE'S YOUR
•CAROL-ANP THIS
ISMY'FIANCE;
0PPEP.
:BOBT

uwop&'M
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Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor.
Telephone-254-4000 ext. 2533 or call us
direct—255-8802. Layout every Sunday
night. Ad deadline Friday afternoon. The
Mirror is published every Thursday during
the academic year. All rights reserved.
Copyright 1987 by the Fairfield Mirror,
Inc.
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INVENTOR?/.
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LETME
TALKTO
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Commentary
The Roman Catholic Church Takes
Stand Against Genetic Science
By Hadaelena Messia
Commentary Editor
Last Tuesday, March 10, the Roman
Catholic Church published a Vatican
Document which condemns the use of
artificial
fertilization,
surrogate
motherhood, and experiments on human
embryos. The document establishes the
relationship between moral and civil law,
and it limits the use of science. The
Document calls for governments to
suppport the Catholic Church's position
to make the use of artificial fertilization
illegal.
The Vatican feels that science has
gone too far and that it is the duty of the
Church to defend "man against the excess
of his own power."
The Church
believes that science will lead to man's
ruin if it is not controlled. Artificial
fertilization is in a way, according to the
Vatican, the continuation of Nazi
eugenics. That is, the effort to improve
the quality of offspring-as the Nazis did
when searching for the master race. The
Vatican also points out the threat of
"researchers claiming to govern humanity
in the name of biological discovery."
(NYT 3/10/87) According
to Cardinal Joseph Ratzeinger, head of
the congregation for the doctrine of the
faith, "science is not an absolute to
which all things have to be subordinated
and eventually sacrificed, even the dignity
of man."
This case is often compared to the
Galileo case when the Church and science
were moving in different directions. In
the 17th century, the Church banned
Galileo's
revolutionary
scientific
discoveries as heretical. In the 20th
century, the Church is again banning the
progress of science as sinful. To have a
baby in an "unnatural way", that is
without marital sexual intercourse, is
sinful.
However, Cardinal Ratzinger asserts
that Galileo's difficulties are not being
repeated. This time, history and the
Church are moving together. Ecological
movements and the opposition to nuclear
energy show that science now faces
widespread demands from what is
considered the norm.
There has been worldwide acceptance
or rejection to the document. Brazil, the

largest Catholic country, will accept the
document and will make it part of the
new constitution. Spain criticized the
Church's stand against science. France
and Italy feel that the document will have
no effect on people who want to have
children. Professor Georges David, head
of the Center for the Study and
Conservation of Sperm, criticized the
Church because it "Lacks charity toward
couples who suffer." The United States
does not have a state religion, and thus
the Vatican cannot expect the U.S.
government to adopt the document as
part of the law. Some bills concerning
this issue, might be passed.
Dr. Fauley, a feminist theologian
teaching at Yale Divinity School, feels
that the document does not really answer
the question or solve the problem. She
said, "It doesn't offer the answers needed
to people who are making decisions.
The
Church, by acting in an
authoritarian way, loses the kind of
moral power regarding those issues."
The document failed to consult the
parents who are struggling with these
issues.
Not all those who cannot have
babies do not fully agree with the stand
of the Church. Some feel the Church is
in no position to tell who should and
who should not have babies. Others feel
that the document is being unrealistic and
is ignoring the sufffering of those who
cannot have children. Luigi Laratta,
President of the Italian Association for
Demographic Education, said that the
document "shocks not so much because
it goes in an opposite direction to the
development of science, but because it
lacks humanity." Heidi Plummer, a
Catholic mother who wants to use
artificial fertilization, said "Parenting is
such a strong urge I don't think the Church
can stop it."
The Orthodox Jews agree with the
Vatican on banning the use of surrogate
motherhood. There are various opinions
among the many Protestants sects, and
there may be a majority approval on the
Document.
The Vatican Document has and will
continue to raise issues among Catholics
and non-Catholics on the use of artificial
fertilization and on the value of human
life. The question of when the soul

MEL GIBSON DANNY GLOVER
Two cops.
Glover carries a weapon.
Gibson is one.
Hes the only L.A. cop
registered as a

enters the body, whether at conception,
embryo, or birth, is at the heart of the
issue. If science is going too far in the
role it plays in our society or if the
Church is afraid of progress and of losing
followers are some of the main points
raised out of the Document. Whether
Catholics will follow or not the
Document is another issue.
If methods of artificial fertilization
had been invented earlier perhaps our
history would be different. Perhaps
Henry VIII would have never split from
the Roman Church, perhaps there would
have never been a European war for the
succesion of the Spanish throne if the
Kings and Queens who ruled the course
of our history knew a way to procreate.

The point is that people who want to
have children might not take the
document into consideration because their
reality does not correspond to the
Church's theories.
Whether science is going too far or
whether people who desperately want
children might not be allowed, the fact
remains that the Document has been
published and that some Govermnets
may take action according to the Church.
Yet there is another reality to this whole
issue, and that is that there is so much
money and effort put into finding new
ways of creating new lives while there
are millions of children dying everyday of
hunger and millions being left alone and
unwanted.

IT'S HERE!
THE ST FROM ATARI.
The Only One-Megabyte Computer for under $1000.
The ST™ Computer System from Atari® takes 16-bit, 68000 technology
to its limit. It's perfect for word processing, database management,
spreadsheets, music composition, graphic design and CAD applications,
education, playing state-of-the-art games, and more.
1040 ST

■ 520ST™ with 512K RAM/
1040ST™ with 1 megabyte.
■ SF354™ MicroFloppy Disk
Drive for 520ST.
■ 1040ST with built-in 3%-inch
double sided/double density
floppy disk drive.
■ SM124™ Monochrome Monitor.
■ Parallel/Serial Ports.
■ Two-Button Mouse.
■ T0S™ Operating System.
■ Built-in MIDI Interface.

th monochrome
monitor

$79900

with color
monitor

* 999 00

00
$550
00
899

Technology So Advanced, It's Affordable.

LETHAL
WEAPON

"The ST is an amazing bargain, much
more of a computer 'for the rest of us'
than Mac ever was." —Byte Magazine

"Faster and with better graphics capabilities than an IBM'/AT"", it could be a great
vehicle for low-cost networks, desktop
publishing and visual database management software."
—Microtimes

GREAT SAVINGS ON SONY DISKETTES
WARNER BROS. Presents MEL GIBSON • DANNY GLOVER
A SILVER PICTURES Production A RICHARD DONNER Rim "LETHAL WEAPONGARY BUSEY Rim Editor STUART BAIRD Production Designer J. MICHAEL RIVA
Director of Photography STEPHEN GOLDBLATT Music by MICHAEL KAMEN
and ERIC CLAPTON Written by SHANE BLACK Produced by RICHARD DONNER
and JOEL SILVER Directed by RICHARD DONNER
[REAP THE JQvEBCQK||SC^N0TR>O(<WMJKBl£
WARNER BROS.'
A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
61907 WuMt Bra. Inc. All Rujha Reaerwd

5 1/4" SS/DD S7.95 (BOX OF 10)'
31/2" SS/DD S13.95 (BOX OF 10)'
We Have The Largest Selection Of Discounted
Computers And Software in Southern Connecticut!
AMIGA • APPLE 'ATARI ST• COMMODORE»IBM»MACINTOSH

STORE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 10 30a m to 7p.m.
Thurs. until 9p.m.
Sat. 10.30a.m. to 6p.m.

425 KINGS HIGHWAY EAST (ROUTE 1)

NOW PLAYING
AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE!

FAIRFIELD

203 336-3100

V2 MILE EAST OF 1-95 EXIT 24

aaasaai

MBjai

*Limit of 2 per customer, Limited time only.
Additional discount to students with I.D. card
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Features
A Blind Spring Break Search for Collegiate Rationality
By John Courtmanche
Executive Editor
Spring Break is solely a collegiate
concept. Spring Break is so embedded
into the college schema that every
student takes a trip-Florida, Puerto Rico,
Caucun, Vermont, and for those students
who stay at home, the corresponding
guilt trip.
The educated are allowed four Spring
Breaks in a lifetime. Spring Break Senior
Year is the primary of the four-the final
granting of freedom before a student's
career entrance, excluding the possibility
of graduate study.
None of this is rational, really, but
as the great Chinese philosopher Wen Do
Chen (the guy who writes the proverbs
on Seiler's Lipton Tea tabs) once said,
"College tradition as rational as duck
soup."
Prelude
If you're ever in Washington D.C.,
avoid at all costs the bar Abbey Road.
Day One
I'm prepared to take the Spring
Break guilt trip for financial reasons.
That is, until Kim Scott decides she
needs a ride home to Virginia. She's a
true salesperson: "We can drive your
roommate home to Baltimore, stay at his
house for a night, then y'all can come
down to my house for a few nights, I
have two beautiful sisters and my Dad's
away on business." She adds trivially,
"John, you look stressed out, you could
use a vacation."
Well, I know for a fact I'm not
"stressing out"~Paul Fabbri told me that
only girls "stress out," that everywhere
you look, another girl is "stressing," it's
-an epidemic. But after all, Kim Scott has
two beautiful sisters and her dad's away
on business.
So Kim, her friend Jackie Fishbine,
my roommate Ben de la Cruz (I never
know if Ben's middle name~"de la"—
should be capitalized) and I depart in my
Green 78 Chevy Nova for Southern
territories.
I should note that a priest is present
at the departure ceremonies, at our
request, to ask God for His utmost
strength in holding my Green 78 Chevy
Nova together. I sin at the ceremony,
doubting if God's strength will do any
good. The priest prays, "Omni Latae
Disanti Forti," which translates from
Latin, "God, we'd appreciate one of your,
how do You say, divine miracles."
We're on the road only an hour and
we hit a major traffic jam in the Bronx.
Luckily, I have a whole supply of
percussion instruments in my car--a
tambourine, a shaker, and two Mexican
castiwhatevers. "Lean On Me" comes on
the radio-Kim, Jackie, Ben and I play
the percussion parts. Trucks honk, fat
ladies stare, we don't care, "We be
jammin', we be jammin', hey." In the
future, percussion instruments invariably
will appear on my every vacation
necessity list, next to "toothpaste."
On the side of the highway, we see
ten Bronx hoodlums dismantling an
abandoned car. "Stop thieves," I yell.
"Thieves nothing," they say, "We're
government employees. The state of New
York pays us to clear the highways of
broken-down cars." The hoodlums say
the State spends less when they hire
hoodlums than when they hire full-time
Highway Department employees. "We
even get commissions is we steal cars." I
apologize for calling them thieves.
Once free of traffic, we hit Jersey. I
see a sign along the highway: "Reduce
speed, get ticket." I accelerate to 70
m.p.h. I see the sign again: "Reduce
speed, get ticket." I accelerate to 90
m.p.h. I say, "Jersey's the only place
where you can get a speeding ticket for
slowing down." I see a toll booth. I

realize I'm supposed to slow down to get
a toll ticket. I'm doing 90 m.p.h.
Speeding through the toll booth, I yell to
a suprised attendant, "Bill me."
We go to bed. The girls fall asleep
immediately. Ben says, "They're dead
asleep. Let's write all over them with
indelible ink." I think, "This is the
funniest idea since Marsha, Jan, and
Cindy Brady put a fake ghost in the attic
to scare Greg, Peter, and Bobby." Then I
think, "Ben will be my roommate for
another year and a half. I must discourage
him from such pranks." I say, "No Ben,
it's not nice to play jokes on people
when they're asleep." I rest easily.
Day Two
Spring Breaks are certainly not free
of challenge. Probably the most difficult
Spring Break challenge is adjusting to a
strange shower. Each shower has its own
feel, and it takes an average three days to
know the faucets.
I use Ben's shower. I practically
unscrew the faucets before water flows.
Finally content with the small stream, I
step into the tub. Somewhere somebody
flushes a toilet. I stare at the dry shower
head. I pray. I count 1,2,3,4,5,6...I pray
13, 14, 15, 16, 17...I do a rain dance 25,
26,' 27, 28, 29...I sing a Rainmaker's
song 32, 33, 34...Water gushes. There is
a God, She's in the showerhead.
I feel sorry for people who rented
cars. Adjusting to rented cars is just as
difficult as adjusting to showers. Wipers,
lights, defogger, lighter-oh these Spring
Break inconveniences.
Outside, 70 degrees, sunny. Shorts
weather. I sit on Ben's front porch and
read the morning paper. The weather page
says it's raining in Florida. I laugh. I
laugh and laugh. The weather is beautiful
everywhere on the East Coast this first
day of Spring Break, except in Florida.
Florida, where college students have
flown in mass for fun, sex, beer, and
sun. It's a primitive place. Some of my
friends are in Florida. I laugh at them. I
laugh, amused by the irony, because
somewhere deep in my heart I know that
by the middle of the week it will be
beautiful in Florida, and it will probably
snow in Washington D.C. Shamelessly
then, while I'm able, I laugh.
We drive to Virginia. Kim has two
sisters, Kim has two sisters, one's 18,
one's 14, John, that's illegal and
disgusting, rid your mind of those
thoughts, oh that's easy for you to say
consience.
"Lean On Me" comes on the radio
for the fiftieth time in twenty-four hours.
Bon Jovi follows a close second. Doesn't
America listen to anything else?
We arrive at Kim Scott's house.
What I had thought was impossible has
come true: Kim Scott's sisters are as
beautiful as Kim Scott herself. (That's
Line number 42 in John Courtmanche's
book of "Never-Fail Lines: How to
Flatter a Woman to Get What You
Want." Kim Scott's a good friend of
mine-she rates my passes for me so I
know which to use on serious dates. One
of the most effective is, after a horror
movie, to say to your date, "I'm scaredwill you sleep with me?")
Saturday night, the four of us
prepare for the Washington D.C. social
scene.
For Men Only: Ben and I deduce that
a man spends half his life waiting for
women. We're not being sexist, but
factual. A man needs less time to prepare
for public appearances, in general.
For Women Only: Ben and I think
you're very clever, making men wait like
you do. It's good that we know who the
dominant sex is. (Line number 21. If it
works, and every female reader is
flattered, Ben and I are in for a fun
weekend.)
On the drive to Washington D.C, I
see a sign: "Please obey posted speed

Kim and Ben.

[Photo by Jackie]

limit." Must have misread it. I see it
again: "Please obey posted speed limit."
Do I understand the implications? The
arm of the law is asking me "please" to
abide
by
the
law.
Reagan's
responsibility, I'm sure. The man's going
a little overboard with the nice guy stuff.
Then I learn that on New Year's Eve
in Washington D.C, atop a skyscraper, a
large stamp falls to mark the end of the
year. New York's big apple is tacky
enough~but a stamp?
Aside
When New York City switched
from a ball to a big apple-a tourism
marketing
venture-they
in
their
exclusiveness forgot that the ball had
been a national symbol for New Year's
Eve. Once they planted the apple, every
major city felt compelled to erect its
own New Year's Eve symbol. Wahington
D.C. erected a stamp. Logical enough.
Pasadena, home of the Rose Bowl, might
erect a rose. L.A., atop one of its
skyscrapers, has placed a ball of smog.
Trouble is, you can never see it from the

ground. Florida, for its New Year's
celebrations, drops from its balconies a
few hundred college students.
Now, back to our feature
We enter a bar called Abbey Road.
The D.J. plays Bon Jovi. Nevertheless,
we dance. Then the D.J. plays AC/DC
Losing faith, we dance. Then the D.J.
plays Van Halen. Everybody on the dance
floor seems to be enjoying himself,
except for Kim, Jackie, Ben and I.
Looking around, I see the men are either
marines or 27-year-old potheads, and the
women are sleazy metalheads. Not to be
judgmental, we leave.
We ask for our cover charge back,
$8 total. The manager refuses. He's a
pothead too. After a five-minute
argument, I tell him that we're going to
tell all our friends to avoid Abbey Road
at all costs because the place sucks. He
says fine. He doesn't know who he's
dealing with—John Courtmanche, Mirror
Editor. (I'm gonna send him this article.)
The 21st Amendment is a much
friendlier bar. The D.J. plays one of Kim
Scott's tapes-Yaz. Then he plays
"Shout" and everybody's dancing. The
ultimate Spring Break: Washington
D.C, the 21st Amendment, drinking a
Bud, surrounded by college students,
dancing to "Shout."
The speakers blare, "Get a little bit
softer now, get a little bit softer now,"
and everybody on the dance floor sinks to
a slouching position. Why, everytime
someone plays "Shout," does the crowd
get lower when the singer says to "get
softer?" And then at the "get louder" part,
everyone stands, as if volume and body
position are synonymous? This college
tradition stuff 11 drive you batty, if you
think about it.

I want so much to believe—
I can change the ending—
I want to figure in your
dreams.

SUMARK SHOES
and
SHOE REPAIR

Large Selection
of 9 West Shoes

$25
Choose from flats, pumps, and more
in narrow to wide widths
2480 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE, FAIRFIELD

371-6550

OPEN M0N. TO SAT. 10-6 PM
THURS. UNTIL 8 PM
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Spring Break Couch
By Joe DeVito
Features Editor
There's a lot to be said for getting
up early, greeting the new day, and
tackling a difficult and challenging
project. I know this is true, because my
Mom was more than happy to recite
whatever could be said for it to me as I
sat in front of the TV in my pajamas at
three o'clock in the afternoon.
I
explained to her that the only reason why
I woke up so late was because I had been
up until two A.M. watching scrambled
movies on the cable channels we don't
pay for.
Well, I thought it was an acceptable
excuse. Early to bed, early to rise may
have made Ben Franklin healthy,
wealthy, and/or wise, but it only makes
me bored and tired.
And as a matter of fact, I already
happen to be wise. My friend Kim asked
me if I was majoring in sarcasm. I said,
"Oh, yeah, I am, like you can really
major in sarcasm, uh-huh, right.
Dihh..."

But anyway...
I'm afraid that my parent's
assessment of my behavior over Spring
Break was not quite correct. You see, I
was helping them to realize how they
really felt about their lives, and it
worked. Nothing makes a parent do
more soul searching than the sight of
their unemployed, unshaven college
student lying on the couch in the clothes
he's slept in the past three nights
watching professional wrestling on
channel nine.
For a quick selfevaluation, I found that rising from a
horizontal position only to a)ask for
money, b)talk on the phone, or c) take a
forty-five minute long shower to be
especially thought provoking.
If it weren't for my being a couch
potato, my Mom and Dad wouldn't have
anything to fuss over. The first thing
they said to me when I got home was
how I immediately needed to get a
haircut, get my teeth cleaned, and shave.
It was all worth it, however,
because I did win first place at the horse
show.

Food Program for Jamaica
By Melissa Campanelli
Managing Editor
Jamaica. The name brings images
of flowing palm trees, tall tropical drinks
and dark, sun-tanned bodies.
Food
Programme. Images of poverty, sick
children and over-crowded run-down
houses come into view. While these two
images don't seem to mix, Fairfield is
taking part in the Jamaica Food
Programme for the first time this year.
Many will ask, why Jamaica? The
reason, according to Father Simon Harak,
S.J. Professor of Religious Studies and
Director of the program, is because, "The
Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
(CFNI) conducted a study and found that
some 900 students (out of 1100) that
attend St. George's College in Kingston,
Jamaica, are undernourished. 250 of
these students are suffering from actual
malnutrition, as well."
St George's, a college run by the
Society of Jesus, enrolls students
between the ages of 13-19 each year.
Most children come from the inner-city
area of Kingston, where poverty,
unemployment and broken-homes has
increased rapidly in the last five years.
Father Tom Schneider, S.J., a
Fairfield University graduate, close friend
of Father Harak, and Chairman of the
Board at St. George's College found that
the students in many of the classes
offered were actually passing out from
hunger. Some families were unable to
feed their children for over 72 hours.
This hunger, henceforth, prevents the
students from
benefitting from their
education. Moreover, their presense at
the school prevents them from taking
advantage of the various soup kitchens
which church groups have begun in the
city.
Father Schneider asked the CFNI to
institute a hot-lunch program at St.
George's, at least for the 250
malnourished children. His plan was for
the Jamaicans to pay a small fee, while
we Americans supplement the rest of the
money for the meal. Jamaicans, are a
proud people; they would never tolerate a
free-lunch or hand-out. He then sent an
appeal to three Jesuit Universities and
four Jesuit High Schools in New
England, asking for their help. This
way, Father Schneider figured, he could
feed the kids now, while he works to
have the program entirely financed from

Jamaican sources. Hopefully, this goal
will be reached in three years.
All in all, due to the power of the
American dollar, it costs a mere $30 to
nourish a child for an entire month. A
small price to pay for a human life, don't
you think?
Fairfield has started many fundraising programs with the enthusiastic
support of Father Harak. In fact, due to
our enthusiasm, Fairfield has become the
leader of all the other Jesuit schools
involved; surpassing Holy Cross and
Boston College in funds raised. The
first phase of the program is called
'Adopt-a -Kid". Here, either individuals
or ten freinds can get together and
donate thirty dollars to a specific
Jamaican child. So far, Father Harak
commented, "Campion is the best dorm,
" along with Regis and Claver trailing
behind, in terms of donations being
brought in. Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit
Honor Society, and members Kathy
Demeri, Brian Machler and John Rossoto
have been especially helpful in this
program. In fact, Machler's band, "Split
Decision", will perform in the Oak
Room
this Friday, March 20,
at
8:00pm. All proceeds will go to the
Food Programme.
Father George McCarron, S.J.,
builder of grandfather clocks, is also
doating his time and talents to the cause.
A raffle, run by Circle K, will take place
on April 15th, with an original clock as
the grand prize and traditional crafts of
Jamaica as secondary prizes.
Father Harak would also like to
thank the Glee Club, the Woman's
Chorale, the Chaplain's Office, Kathy
Bacon, and Kevin Coughlin for all the
time and effort they have devoted.
A goal of the program is to have
no malnutritioned children at St.
George's at all by next year. A longrange goal of Father Harak's, however,
is to see one child get through St
George's, and then, come to Fairfield on
a scholarship (Jamaican colleges are
considered secondary schools).
Finally, Father Harak added, "Of
course, by donating money you will be
benefitting a child, but really, you will
benefit even more. Sacrafice, genorosity
and compassion are pretty good virtues to
develop in your college years. Most
importantly, however, there is the
gratitude of God, who will send us the
Spirit to help us in feeding the hungry."

Typesetter always needed
$4/hr. contact The Mirror

STUDY IN EUROPE

The University of Louvain (est. 1425), Leuven, Belgulm offers

Complete programmes In Philosophy for the
degrees of B.A., M.A., and Ph.D plus
a junior year abroad programme

All courses are in English
Tuition is 14,500 Belgium Franks (±$250)
Write to:

Secretary English Programmes
Kardlnaal Merclerplein 2, B-30O0 Leuven, Belgium

|

K.U. Leuven

('BREAK-TIME)
Calling all college students...Let
ADVANTAGE put you to work during the semester break. Your office
skills can be used to your ADVANTAGE to earn some extra $$ to
take back to school

Temporary Servces

We don't just give you a job...
We give you a future.

780 Summer St
Stamford
327-4356
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The Indianapol
By Paul Fabbri
Sports Editor

When one thinks of Spring Break,
several thoughts usually come to mind,
tfifmmwSF'? 4W*^g Ti\
few of them being legal.The endless flow
'4Vs,
of beer and and drinks in pineapples with
small umbrellas. Barely visible bikinis
on brown bodies. Speedo bathing suits
on guys with muscles in their elbows
and no hair on their legs screaming, "I
really dig those girls." The smell of
coconut oil, the warmth of the sun, and
the gentle "wush-wush-wush" of the
waves. Beer chugging, wet t-shirts, and
good old fashioned debauchery.
With this in mind I interrupted a
week vacation in the fun and sun of Boca
Raton to visit the vacation capital of the
world - Indianapolis.
You laugh. However, there are some
advantages to spending your Spring
Break in the Midwest instead of in such
mundane resorts like the Bahamas,
Cancun or that famous Civil War
outpost Ft. Lauderdale. First of all you
don't need to worry which pair of Jams to
bring, if you are too fat for a bikini, or if
you should use Sun Block 97 or Ban de
Hey Deck, we must be
Ole. A simple snorkel jacket combats the
balmy Arctic temperatures of Indiana
very nicely.
Now you might claim the scenery
Next you don't need to worry about
in
the
Bahamas is much more
what to drink. In Cancun one struggles
entertaining.
Half-naked women with
between tropical delights such as a Bay
Breeze, a Madress, or a Strawberry curves in all the right places. Long
Daiquiri. In Indianapolis you drink beer. flowing blonde hair, dynamite bedroom
You swill it, you chug it, you spit it on eyes, supple skin, red, rosey lips. She
your friends. However, if you drink too touches my hand and suddenly her
much you run the risk of upchucking questioning tongue darts into my
(see Cool Eddie Byrne) or being the only mouth...Whoa, forgot where I was for a
person in a group of 29,610 to fall asleep second. In Indiana you get to see 8
during the second half of a NCAA first million people dressed in red and white
round tournament game (see Kevin screaming "Eye-yoo, Eye-yoo, Eye-yoo."
McDonough). In Indianapolis you don't But let me ask you - who would you
get your drinks from a bleach-blonde I rather see - Janet Jones laying on a beach
waiter named Gnarly or some foreigner 'towel or Eddie Golden and Steve Alford
with a fake moustache. You get it from a in shorts.
middle-aged bartender named Sue who
knows more about Indiana basketball
than Scott Hayes knows about poetry.

1*^

Bad news for Indianapolis.

Road trips make strange bedfellows.
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trekking around this world, I've never
once seen them turn off the "No-Farting
Sign." Farting is, after all, a requirement
of van travel.
On a plane you might get served
ham and muenster cheese on a croissant
with Dijon mustard, a thin mint for
dessert, a ginger ale on ice, and a handiwipe for cleanup. Van travel invites
meals for real men: Cheetos, soft pretzels
with mustard, beef jerky, popcorn,
McDonalds, and Big Gulps. No
nourishment, no plastic utensils, and

absolutely no French names.
Further south one may be tempted
by notorious tourist traps such as Sea
9 *
World, Walt Disney World and Wet-n|
Wild. On the road to Indianapolis one can
visit such worthwhile venues as the
Stroh's Brewery, Hershey Park, the
'.
Dutch Hex Sign Shop, and of course, the
World's Largest Indoor Miniature
Village. We only stopped at the first
two, but one can imagine the fun you
could have at beach parties with a
genuine Dutch Hex Sign.
in the FRONT ROW.
Finally after 20 hours we arrived
back in Fairfield. It was a gutty crew
But the big advantage lies in ' indeed. Eleven men who came together as
transportation. Normally one boards a one. They braved hostile fans, they
plane to get to a warmer climate. While this braved difficult sleeping conditions, and
may be comfortable and quicker, they braved the stench. It just goes to
the price usually puts a damper on show you how far the Red Sea actually
things. Sure you might get a free reaches. Next Spring Break, explore
beverage or something to nosh on, but America. Visit Indianapolis. A city so
nothing beats a van.
_
enchanted a 40-year nymphomaniac
. Where else can you be awoken from almost propositioned Huey.
a sound sleep by the shrill scream of a
boat air hom only inches from your
eardrum? Do you think they let you fire
Photos By
a dartgun at sleeping passengers on
Tim Collins and
TWA? Can you ask the pilot to pull over
so you can relieve yourself on the side of
Kevin Wolfthal
any of our nation's major highways? And
as many times as I've opted for air

And you take the tap like this...it's really very simple.

I wouldn't be smiling if I were you, Ed.

Hell no. I could drink about 100 of these and not pass out.

The unfortunate passengers kneel beside the Van of Doom.

So she takes my tongue out, like this...you know?
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$

8.00/HK

PLUS
PAID BENEFITS
Permanent
Part-time Work
LoacMng-Unloading
Packages Up To 70 lbs.
Excellent Opportunity For Students
Work hours available: Mon. thru Fri.
4:00
12:00
5:00
11:00

a.m. to 8:30 a.m.*
p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
p.m, to 9:00 p.m*
p.m. to 3:00 a.m.

All shifts available in Stratford UPS Facility
* Shifts available in the Norwalk UPS Facility
.
Interviewing for Stratford Facility at the Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
Honeyspot Road, Stratford. Exit 31 1-95.
Mondays 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Interviewing for Norwalk Facility at the Norwalk UPS Facility
190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk
Mondays 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Wednesday 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
EOE • M/F

No phone calls, please
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Arts & Entertainment
Joan Jett Debuts in the Dismal Light of Day
Bw John Blenn
By

How hard is it for the up and coming
garage band in the heartland of North
America these days? Despite seeing the
new Michael J. Fox epic, "Light of Day",
I'll be damned if I know. Judging by the
lives I've seen in the "trenches" of the tristate area scene, reality was not a major
priority here. Or maybe it was just a case
of someone writing a screenplay that he's
grossly out of touch with. Whatever and
whichever, it never really works in this
dark, dismal and slow-moving story that is
something akin to a bad day at the dentist's.
We are presented with your standard
middle America family, who has two kids.
One is the good guy, mama's boy (Fox) and
one is the obligatory black sheep of the
family (Joan Jett). Mom and Dad (Gena
Rowlands and Jason Miller) are, in order,
a bible-loving, anti-rock mom with some
screws loose, and a tired old dad too overwhelmed to do much other than stare at the
boob tube. The common thread that Fox
and Jett have, is the fact they're in a band
together, one that features Michael
McKean (looking old and out of place for

.

^^

Light of Day: Just around the corner to the video store.

a bar band) and Joan's real life drummer and roll as a method of salvation. What we
Paul Harkins. They play dives, share i never get is either triumph or defeat. The
dreams, sulk, yell and cumulatively watch band (The Barbusters) are at it when it
Joan's 4 year old son (eventually offered as begins and they're at it when it ends.
the reason mom doesn't groove on the Changes? Joan and Gena come to terms on
the latter's deathbed, and the beat goes on.
Joanster unit).
In the course of the script, we see their We do not get a story, actually, merely a
domestic problems, their bleak existence brief overview, the kind of overview that
and catch a few poignant lines about rock "Platoon" staggered millions with, and one

sw

that was poorly focused here.
To it's credit, Joan Jett makes a strong
debut in the acting field. Her stage intensity
ably transfers itself to celluloid in playing
a character not far removed from her real
life persona. Her magnificent eyes do a lot
of the talking for her, but her words work
well too. Michael J. on the other hand, if
far off his usual stellar work. It's a classic
case of miscasting (he rarely smiles, but
then again, the script doesn't allow him to).
In the worst of situations, everyone can find
an odd smile or two. This film has NONE.
In the final analysis, "Light of Day" could
of, and should have, been a contender. It
might have been a serious look at the
aspiring musician with the same classic
qualities and keen eye that "Spinal Tap"
ghouled on in a humorous vein. As is, it is
a disturbingly, slow paced albatross. Paul
Schrader (writer and director) is capable of
far greater things, and the fault here is
firmly on his shoulders. Good perform- .
ances, a bad script, and a dazzingly turgid
excuse for a monumental ode to Rock n'
roll. Save your money.

A Musical Toast Salutes the Arts

Stars of Broadway, opera, and concert
halls salute public television in A MUSICAL TOAST - The Stars Shine on Public
Television, a sparkling three-hour salute to.
air Sunday, March 22 at 8 p. m. (ET) as the
glorious finale to public television's March
pledge period.
Presented by WNET/New York, A
MUSICAL TOAST is hosted by Itzhak
Perlman and features a stellar cast performing a medley of popular tunes and
classical pieces. Performers include
Leonard Bernstein, Eileen Farrell, cabaret
star Michael Feinstein, Marilyn Home,
concert pianist Alicia de Larrocha, Broadway singing star Howard McGillin, Sherrill
Milnes, Leona Mitchell, The Modern Jazz
Quartet. Bernadette Peters, Roberta Peters,

Samuel Ramey, classical guitar quartet The
Romeros, and Pinchas Zukerman. Music
director John Mauceri, currently nominated for three Grammy Awards, conducts
the American Symphony Orchestra.
Videotaped live before an audience at the
New York Marriott Marquis Hotel, the
program opens with Sherrill Milnes performing the "Champagne Aria" from
Mozart's "Don Giovanni," and "Welcome
Home" from the Broadway musical
"Fanny." Roberta Peters follows with
"Vilya" from "The Merry Widow," and
"Italian Street Song" from "Naughty
Marietta."
Leonard Bernstein, Eileen Farrell, and
Bernadette Peters star in Act Four, a tribute
to Mr. Bernstein. Mr. Bernstein accom-

panies Ms. Farrell on the piano as she sings
the Johnny Mercer/Harold Arlen tune,
"Come Rain or Come Shine," and "Some
Other Time," one of Bernstein's compositions written with Betty Comden and
Adolph Green for "On the Town." The act
concludes with Bernadette Peters' rousing
medley of other Bernstein show tunes from
"On the Town," including "New York, New
York," "Lucky to be Me," "I Can Cook
Too," and "Lonely Town."
A stirring tribute to composer George
Gershwin marks the program's finale.
Leading off with the overture to "Girl
Crazy," Act Six features Itzhak Perlman
and The Modern Jazz Quartet (John Lewis
- piano; Connie Kay - drums; Milt Jackson
- vibes; Percy Heath - bass) performing
-Gershwin's "Summertime,"

The Incomparable Leonard Bernstein.

And, Jett Continues with Good Music

to believe that this is a mistake on her part.
If you thought Miss Jett would revert to Want My Luv" and the very admirable Good Music is not as heavy as Jett has been
her old gimmicks, forget it. "Black Leather" "Outlaw." Even her version of "Fun, Fun, in the past. This is a standoff LP with
Joan Jett is a much maligned performer. is a hilarious confrontation between roots Fun" is a bit of a scream as she recruited enough fun and frolic to keep things interWithout question, her flagging popularity rock and rap. Yes, Joan Jett does rap. With Beach Boys Carl Wilson and Mike Love to esting. A good secondary album if your
can be traced to the changing of trends. The lines like, "Black leather, I wear it on do backup vocals.
Lately, Joanie has been touring with the first preference is sold out in the record
tough-as-leather image has fallen in favor stage/Black leather, I'm going to wear it to
store.
of the play/toy-with-me persona almost my grave/Because my name's Joan Jett and likes of Ratt and Deep Purple. I'm inclined
perfected by the likes of Madonna. Yet Jett, I don't care," one can see how Joan is trying
priding herself on being a survivor, has to stick to her original principles while
come at us with a plausible audio recording discovering other avenues of contemporary
tided Good Music. As many of you know, music. The title cut is steady but a bit bland,
By Robert Amoroso
she's supposedly made quite a start for yet "Roadrunner" is a sure fire single. Here,
Arts & Entertainment Editor
herself in cinema with the film Light of she discusses her experiences at the neighDay. Yet Joan is still a rocker at heart, and borhood Stop N' Shop. Yeah, she's
Bad rumor of the week: Supposedly there will be a sequel to "Teen Wolf, the
Good Music is a continual testimony of this. changed. From here, we get a suitable forgettable film in which Michael J. Fox starred.... The second installment of this
blend of material featuring the odd "If Ya
classic will not include Mr. Fox.... Thank goodness.... Sorry Metal kids, lead singer
Kevin Dubrow has been kicked out of Quiet Riot.... I guess his moronic persona
I
rubbed the band the wrong way.... The April 27 Eric Clapton MSG gig will include
Phil Collins on drums.... Phil is playing with Eric on approximately 12 America
NOW OPEN!
stops ... A second show was added to Genesis at Giants Stadium ... They sold out
the
first ... Paul Young is on undercard and rumors are flying another act will
LIFE GALLERY
be
included
.... OK girls: get ready for Jack Wagner at Madison Square on May
1310 POST ROAD (Route 1), FAIRFIELD
Located Ntxt To F«irfi»ldC«nttr U.S. PoitOtfk*
15 .... Crowded House, a band on a roll will play the Bottom Line March 22 and
29S-11M
Vi$it Th* Araa's Brand N»w
23.... MTV had their annual (I think it's annual) Top 100 Videos of all time.... The
.*
&T$
PBTSTORE
winner?.... Bon Jovi's "You Give Love A Bad Name".... Well, there goes any
,'j
Featuring...
^
TROPICAL FISH
credibility Music Television had.... Beverly Hill Cop U is currently being shot...
EXOTIC BIRDS
Guess who is primed to be the villainess?.... None other than Sly's Brigette
ANIMALS
Neilson.... Look for Bill Murray to return as guest host this week on Saturday
And A Gigantic Inventory
of PET SUPPLIES!
Night Live.... Ozzzy's new LP (scheduled to be released April 26) will be called
OPEN 7 DAYS
Tribute.... It is a double-live set as a dedication to Randy Rhoads.... Randy died five
9A.M.T09P.M.
years ago this week.... If he had lived, there's no telling what he could have done
with his axe.... Dragnet '87 will be released this summer with Dan Akroyd at the
helm.... Suprisingly, it is slated as a comedy .... Question is, will it be funny?....
with this ad
Look
for a Whitney Houston LP in about three weeks.... Can she top 7 million
Offer expires
copies
sold?.... Nah.... Spud Webb has returned to the WVOF airwaves with his
4-23
16,278 to choose from—all subjects
Midday
Melee Radiogram on Monday 11-1 p.m Summer Tours Department: U2
1987
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD
259-6944
will tour starting in April
Look for Metro gigs around May 11 (just rumors,
mm
800-351-0222
70 Reef Road
BiFiniHW
in Calif. (213)477-8226
(213) 477-8226
keep in mind)... And, to top it all off, The Beastie Boys and Run DMC will be
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
FAIRFIELD
touring together .... It'll be a cruel summer indeed.... Tempus Fugit
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Us Angeles, CA 90025
By Robert Amoroso

Wonderous Stories

One
Hot Fudge
Sundae,
Get 2nd
One

FREE!

RESEARCH PAPERS
Custom research also available—all levels
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Circle K Thanks Donors
By Deanne Jason
(Ed. Note: Deanne Jason is
President of Circle K.)
A momentary sting in your arm, a
few minutes of opening and closing your
fist, and it's over. You've given a pint of
blood, a quick and simple process.
To the 300 people who lied on a
table with their arms outstretched in order
to save a life: The Fairfield Circle K.
Club and SNA cannot fully express the
gratitude felt toward all Fairfield donors.
The American Red Cross and their
patients who benefitted from the blood
donated by F.U. would also like to
extend their thanks.

Classifieds
Fairfield Alumni seeks babysitter
for toddler girl. Occasional late
afternoon/eve, Ffld. Center area.
Please call 254-2472 after 7 p.m.

Working is fun with:
Great Hours
Great Money
if you prefer: p/t hours, no weekends, evenings, or holidays, $5-$7/hr. avg. wage and
like the idea of putting your housecleaning
skills to profitable use, working w/a partner w/a company that cares! We will
train you. Require your own transportation.
We pay mileage.
DomesticAide
"Freedom from housework."
Trumbull 261-8212

Donated blood might be transfused
into a patient undergoing surgery. It
could be separated into components,
some given to a cancer patient, some
given to a bum victim.
A blood donor is good for people
who go through windshields, for people
with leukemia, for those in surgery. For
barefoot kids who aren't careful, for
people who fight, for hemophiliacs.
A blood donor is good for people
undergoing dialysis, for people who
make mistakes with guns, for little kids
who uncap a bottle of something poison.
For new mothers in need of a
transfusion, for some new babies, for
people with a severe case of hepatitis.
For people with bleeding ulcers and
anemia—a blood donor is good for life.
On behalf of the patients whose
lives were saved or improved by the
blood donations at Fairfield University, a
heartfelt thank you! Please donate again.

UUlIlllldllll

We've got the style for you.

Performance
COMPLETE HAIRSTYUNG FOR MEN & WOMEN
SUNTANNING AVAILABLE

10% Discount
WITH FAIRFIELD U. I.D.
No appointment necessary. Free Consultation with every visit.

366-1719

2001 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (Near Finast)

THE MOID CUT

Alph Sigma Nu
Candidates
Announced
Members from the Class of
1988 have recently been named to
the candidates list for Alpha Sigma
Nu, the National Jesuit Honor
Society. This year's pool of
candidates consists of 28 people:
College of Arts & Sciences
Karen Beldy
Monica M. Copertino
Frank B. Giacobetti
Carolyn T. Janton
Debborrah A. Kampf
Thomas D. Keller
Robin I. Kingston
Mark J. Mancini
Karen McBride
Christopher M. McKeon
Thomas P. Nydegger
Karen A. O'Rourke
Joseph A. Peccerillo
Theresa A. Piscitelli
Christine A. Portante
Concetta M. Ruggiero
Patricia Sacker
Lisa A. Shook
Carol M. Sujecki
Rhonda M. Symonds
Stephen A. Villano
Christine Voytek
School of Business
Carol J. DeNatale
Theresa L. Durso
Kathleen Lonergan
Michele A. Menzo
Amy H. Sargeant
Suzanne P. Serianni

^'' ;i?^'4v~"^<^ '^^^

AND ALL THE QUALITY IN
DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS® FREE TO
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
Add pizzaz
to your
pizza

Perk up your pizza! Present this
coupon to receive one free
topping on any pizza.

$1.00
off

One coupon per pizza. Not good
with any other offer. Our drivers
carry less than $20.00. Limited
delivery area.

Present this coupon to receive
$1.00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza. Not good
with any other offer. Our drivers
carry less than $20.00. Limited
delivery area.
Expires: 4/30/87

Expires: 4/30/87

i1

Fairfield

255-8823
1580 Post Rd.

•
400-7009-1

b

• 13

Fairfield

255-8823
1580 Post Rd.
400-7009-2
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TRUDEAU

1VE BEEN SO MANY THINGSA MIDDLE KINGDOM MID-WIFE,
A BABYLONIAN ASTRONOMER,
A HOLY ROMAN EMPRESS,
A LEPER IN HN-DE -SIECLB
IHARRAKESH..

YOU KNOW, B. P.,
I've BEEN THINKING A LOT ABOUT
MYPASTLIVES
LATELY...

%/

LASTNI6HT. I MAS TRYING TO
FIGURE- OUTUm THEY HAD IN
COMMON, WHATCONNECTEDTHEM
TO THEPIVINESFXRKOFMY HIGHER SELF. SUDDENLY, IT HIT ME...

EACHOFTHEM
ALWAYS TRIED
TO LOOK HER
BEST!

imSONE
PUXKY
LepgR
/

BOOFSHEPSUV I... I PONTWORtUHYPOYOUNOT SHIP THE SUN .
KNEEL INOBEI- ANYMORE, MASANCETDM. JBSTY.\
THE&VEROF
ALLUFE*

0, RA, ALMI6HTY0NE,
CAST TH LIGHT OFTHY
MAGNIFICENCE ON THE
FAaoFimsavwT,A
UEBESSECHTHEE!

SO. AS YOU CAN WELL
IMAGINE, THOSE FIRST
LIVES Of MINEWERE
FILLED WITH NOTHING
BUT DRUDGERY.

SOMETIMES IT
SEEMED THE
limCB/WRY
UOOLPNEVSR.
IgW!

T KNOW
jm
FEEUN6.

v
-=,1

"1

ji ^^/vSj'

:••. _ V-^
n~ WAS MY FIRST LIFE IN
THEFASTLANE. I IMS A
COURT FAVORITE, AND MADE
OUT LIKE A BANDIT UNTIL
HIE ALL DIED DURING THE f
ERUPTION OFTHERA. _OL

A FEW LIVES AFTER. MY
INCARNATION AS A HtTTITE
CONCUBINE, I BECAME A
FRESCO PAINTER IN THE
;-> MINOAN PALACE AT jC

/

'•VT

W2^

HOWEVER, IT REALLY WASN'T
UNTILMYINCARNATIONASA
COURTIER TO QUEEN NEFERTITI
THAT I BEGAN TOSEETHE
IMPORTANCE OF A SENSE r~
OF SELF-ESTEEM... -j^U

PULL IN THAT TUSH,
MAJESTY! THAT? IT!
FEEL THE BURN!

ALLYOUHAVET0D0ISASK
YOURSELF WHO YOU REALLY
ARE, WHO YOUR PRESENT
EARTH-PLANE INCARNATION
REALLY IS! \

YOU KNOW, $P.,MYmST-LIFBEKPERIENCESMIGHTMAKEMORE
SENSE 10 YOU IF YOWPJUST
i ACCSSSY0URSELF1D\
' YOURKARMICCORE. '

EASY. I'M
A THIRDSTRIN6
QUARTERBACK.

FINE. NOW HOW
ABOUT Y0URHI6HER
SPIRITUAL SELF,
WRPIVIAIBFORMT
WHOIS

HK*

(

Jr

Announcing the 1987-88 FUSA EXECUTIVE BRANCH

Congratulations!
FUSA PRESIDENT
Chris Ritchie
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Frank Carroll

Government
Affairs
VICE-PRESIDENT
Marianne Walsh
ACCOUNTANT
John Chiaia
COMMUNICATIONS CODIRECTORS
Claudine Kiffer
Mallie O'Brien
HISTORIANS
Anthony Ignacio
Michael Maxson
Martha Perkowski
INFO SYSTEMS
DIRECTOR
Lisa Shook
-ASST DIRECTOR
Shruti Rajan
LONG-RANGE PLANNING
DIRECTORS
Paul Holland
Ken Santopietro
Rob Whitmore
-OFFICER
Rob Fox
POLLING COMMISSION
DIRECTOR
Rosemarie McLaughlin
PROMOTIONS
DIRECTOR
Tina Maciag
-ASST DIRECTORS
Sue Begley
Liz Lundie
-OFFICERS

Rena DiBernardi
Ed Flanagan
Terry McConnell
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR
Shireen Rustom
-ASST DIRECTORS
Andrea LePore
Diane Vanina
-OFFICER
Ellida D'Ambrosio
RED & WHITE SHOW
Bill Webb
S.T.A.G.
Greg Scanlon
TREASURER
Tony Minnefor

Student Activities
VICE-PRESIDENT
Kerry Pollicino
ARTS & LECTURES
DIRECTOR
John Kane
-ASST DIRECTOR
Jeannine Pollitt
CC PROGRAMMING
DIRECTOR
Terry Sullivan
-ASST DIRECTOR
Jennifer Noble
-OFFICERS
Justine Davey
Kelly Reynolds
Traci Trapasso
DECORATIONS
DIRECTORS
Jennifer Kappy
Martha Perkowski
-OFFICERS
Ellen Hatrick
Andrea LePore

FILMS DIRECTOR
Tina Bugara
-ASST DIRECTORS
Stephanie Lisk
Barbara Stanton
-OFFICER
Chris Brown
HOSPiTALITY
DIRECTORS
Justine Davey
Kelly Reynolds
-OFFICER
Rena DiBernardi
SEC DIRECTOR
Terri Durso
-ASST DIRECTORS
Nicole Dammen
Jacky Hoyt
Maria Orabona
Teri-Anne Pepe
Valerie Schevon
SECURITY DIRECTOR
Tony Posca
SPECIAL EVENTS
DIRECTORS
Bridget Moran
Charlene Sorvillo
-ASST DIRECTOR
Kellie Cosgrove
TICKET BRIGADE
DIRECTORS
Gail English
Ellen Hatnick
-OFFICER
Ed Welch
TRAVEL & RECREATION
DIRECTOR
Sam Faillace
-ASST DIRECTOR

Karen Donovan
TROUBLESHOOTERS
DIRECTOR
Jeff Campbell

REPFfflSESSAOVES
Joanne Anastasiadou
Kelley Corkum
Patricia Halford
Patricia O'Connor
CLASS OF '90
REPRESENTATIVES
Eileen Casey
Joan Howe
Susan Mangiagli
Nancy Norelli
COMMUTER TASK
FORCE
Igor Grask
Zoe Mastrodimos
Pamela Revak
Doreen Spears
COMMUNITY
RELATIONS BOARD
Jay Post
COSO CHAIRPERSON
Karen Beedenbender
-ASST
CHAIRPERSONS
Catherine Agacinski
Christine Tiernan
-OFFICER
Laura Keenan
CSA REPRESENTATIVES
Kim Malec
Rodney Ralph
ETHICS OF PUBLIC
POLICY
Yael Tous
HEARTBEAT PROGRAM
DIRECTOR
Michelle Mulligan
-OFFICERS
Hank Nowak

Student Life
VICE-PRESIDENT
Carmine Anzalone
ACADEMICS DIRECTOR
Ken Caisse
-ASST DIRECTOR
MaryBeth Janson
ADOPT-A-FROSH
DIRECTOR
Beth Gillin
-ASST DIRECTORS
Susan Brown
Kara Mead
ALCOHOL AWARENESS
DIRECTOR
Carolyn Curran
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
DIRECTOR
Rusty Magner
-ASST DIRECTOR
Ed Flanagan
-OFFICERS
Chris Chalmers
Steve DeMatteo
Chris Jackson
Mallie O'Brien
Theresa Smith
Doreen Spears
BABY-SinTNG SERVICE
DIRECTOR
Jennifer Smith
CLASS OF '88
REPRESENTATIVE
Eileen Devenny
CLASS OF '89

I ' ' '

Lisa Talbot
JUDICIAL BOARD
JoAnn Chung
PETITION FOR PEACE
DIRECTORS
Sue Ballinger
Alyce Park
-OFFICER
Noreen Cosgrove
SCHOLARSHIP
COMMITTEE
Diane Birmingham
Susan Brown
Lisa Talbot
SIBLING WEEKEND
Diane Cahill
SPACE COMMITTEE
John England
STUDENT SERVICES
DIRECTOR
Maggie Pierre
-ASST DIRECTORS
Michael Boyton
Cheryl Crumbie
Rodney Ralph
Debbie Schif
TYPING SERVICE
DIRECTOR

Diane Foster
UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
Chris Birmingham
JoAnn Chung
Greg Scanlon

. J. '..in .._-,[.
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HANSEN'S FLOWER SHOP
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We'll help you look good!
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H; 48 Sanford St
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team because he wanted to be more
involved.
Changing
from
Business
to
Politics, John hopes to go to law school
in the fall. He hopes to be a lawyer
within five years.
Each senior has enjoyed the time he
has spent playing for Fairfield.
Freshmen year, they finished 10-13, the
two consecutive years the records were 519, and this year they finished 7-17.

Hockey Seniors Retire
By Kerin Scahill
Staff Writer
"It's been a great deal of time and
hard work but it's been alot of fun," was
the recurrent senior reply when asked
how they felt about hockey after four
years.
This season Fairfield had four
seniors to boast of; Ron Ferrero, Tom
Festa, Steve O'Neill, and John Sheehan.
While here, each of them has dedicated
much of their time to hockey. With
classes, late night practices, games, and
numerous road trips; life for a hockey
player is never dull.
For most, committment, dedication,
and pure love of the game are the main
reasons they play.
"We have a pretty dedicated group of
guys," noted Ron Ferrero, who is captain
this season. He was pleased to have been
voted in as captain and was glad he had
the chance to get to know his teammates
that much better.
Hockey has played a major role in
Ron's life, as he's played the game since
age 6. He's always played defense and
this year ranks third in scoring for
Fairfield.
Ron is pleased that he chose
Fairfield and said he would've done it all
over again. His one wish though, was
that hockey was supported more by the
school and that a greater number of
students attended the games.
In addition to hockey, Ron has
played
on
intramural
basketball,
volleyball, and softball teams. He has
also been involved in the Freshmen
Orientation program and last year's
Senior Week.
What will he do with his free time
after graduation? "I'll be studying for my
CPA exam, and attending every sporting
event possible!" An accounting major,
Ron will work in Stamford as an auditor
after graduation.
He would like to thank Coach Dr.
McCarthy for the four years, because, as
he said, "There wouldn't be a team if it
wasn't for Doc."
Tom Festa, a finance major, isn't as
sure what he'll be doing upon graduation.
He candidly answered, "I plan on
looking for a job in the field of finance,
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but if I don't find one right away, I plan
to be unemployed for a while."
Hailing from Hamden, where
hockey is very competitive, Tom says
thet he will miss hockey after he leaves
but will probably join a senior league
team there.
When asked if the team has changed
at all after the four years, Festa said, "It
really hasn't, it was a social team before
and still is. Yet, if we had more depth as
in the past, we could win more games."

SM

ACROSS

1
4
8
12

In music, high
At that time
Majority
Hawaiian
wreath
13 Courageous
person
14 Region
15 Meditate
17 Large tub
19 Indian mulberry
20 Lock opener
21 Wager
22 Antlered
animal
23 So be itl
25 Crony: colloq.
26 Spanish article

He also keeps busy outside of
hockey with his job in the print shop,
intramural softball and soccer. Tom also
worked on Senior Week and helps
manage a restaurant during his summers.
Reflecting on his years with he
team, Tom said, "It's been a good time,
and I'm glad I did it. It took a lot to
stick it out for four years, but we made a
commitment and we did it."
Steve O'Neill reiterated what Tom
said when he stated, "I've met alot of
good people through hockey and had a lot
of fun." Steve is an economics major
and hopes to obtain some type of
business job although at this time, he is
unsure of what it may be.

27 Vehicle

28 Weight of India
29 Envelops
32 Symbol for
nickel
33 Smash
1

He too, is bound for what he calls
an 'old timers league' after leaving
Fairfield. He says he won't miss the late
practices but he will miss playing
hockey for Fairfield. "I just hope it
doesn't die out because I would hate to
see the program fold." Steve believes
that the school needs to let in players
that " maybe don't live up to increasingly
difficult academic standards."

2

3

12

T5~

1

So, why they haven't had the
strongest final records, they had fun in
thre interim. As Ron put it so well,-"
We always had a good time. We didn't
win many, but when we lost, we lost as
a team."
Thus, after four years at Fairfield,
Ron, Tom, Steve, and John can be proud
of their many accomplishments and will
leave knowing they had fun and made
some great friends in the process.

53

35 Three-toed
sloth
36 Follow
38 Before
39 Free of
40 Symbol for
tellurium
41 Arid
42 Simple
43 Period of time
45 Footlike part
46 Illuminated
47 Hebrew month
48 Electrified
particle
49 Fairies
52 Gull-like bird
54 Juncture

The
Weekly
Crnsswnrd
■
Puzzle

56 Tear

57 Verve
58 Sicilian volcano
59 Pitching stat.
DOWN
1 High mountain
2 Sign of zodiac
5

6

.'
«

7

3 Mender of
kettles
4 Pronoun
5 Belongs to that
woman
8

9

10

11

14
19

W

21

22

57
W

Steve is the assistant captain this"
year, and stressed the team's good points.
"They're a good bunch of guys and
maybe there's not alot of talent, but
there's alot of heart. They're willing to
give 100%."
John Sheehan noted this as well,
when he said that, " over time there has
been greater enthusiasm from the
players." John has been on the team for
three years and said that he joined the

96

3fi
4o

1

TT
55
58
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6 Teutonic deity
7 Story
8 Small rug
9 Either
10 Fur-bearing
mammal
11 Speech
16 Lair
18 Busy with
21 Trades
22 Guido's note
23 Skin ailment
24 Principal
25 Edible seed
26 Transgress
28 That woman
29 Tiny
30 Couple
31 Faction
33 Petition
34 Attempt
37 Pigpen
39 Retreat
41 Compact
42 Stir
43 Tropical fruit
44 Son of Adam
45 River In Italy
46 Kind of bean
48 Hostelry
49 Shallow vessel
50 Goddess of
healing
51 Health resort
53 Sun god
55 Latin
conjunction
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Don't go without

LET'S GO
The most comprehensive budget guide books available today
—with up-to-date information on where to stay what to eat,
what to see, and how to get there. It's the only guide you'll
ever need.
"Value-packed, unbeatable, accurate and comprehensive ..."
—Los Angeles Times
"No other guides give quite as much...the sheer wealth
of information in these guides makes them well worth
the price."
—U.P.I.
HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES, INC.
Ten revised & updated guides
USA • EUROPE • MEXICO • BRITAIN & IRELAND • FRANCE
• ITALY • ISRAEL & EGYPT • GREECE • SPAIN, PORTUGAL
& MOROCCO • CALIFORNIA & PACIFIC NORTHWEST/
$9.95 EACH (USA & EUROPE $10.95)
At bookstores everywhere

BRfTA/N
-CALIFORNIA

HWN6&
MEXICO
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GHTCOURT: The Master Speaks
By Paul Fabbri
Sports Editor
"You guys get carried away with
this Cleveland State thing. Everybody
can't be another Cleveland State. You
forget they were a very good basketball
team."
Thus began a ten minute ride into
the unpredictable world of Bobby Knight.
The controversial, outspoken, fiery coach
of the Indiana Boosters, General Knight
held court shortly after his 92-58 victory
over Fairfield and treated a roomful of
over 60 media people to a question and
,answer session covering an array of
topics ranging from the Fairfield Stags to
Woody Hayes to the Iran-Contra
situation.
Right before the game the Hoosiers
came out and the crowd roared. But this
roar sounded like a meow compared to
the reception Knight received when he
appeared from the runway. The crowd
greeted Knight like subjects greet a king
or the downtrodden greet a savior. It was
Knightime.
Knight began the interview by
explaining the reasons for his team's
victory. "We started off well in the first
half and we just had too many players for
them. Hey, they did a helluva job at
Fairfield. They were ranked seventh in
their conference and put together three
big victories when they had to. That tells
me something about a team. But we were
just too talented for them. I was pleased
with the way we played tonight. Of
course I'll never be REALLY pleased,
but..."
One reporter then asked Knight if

Fairfield deserved to be in the
tournament. "Of course they do," Knight
shot back, "they won their tournament,
didn't they?" The reporter then looked for
a clarification. "I mean, how do they
compare to the other teams in the
tournament?"
"Well I've only seen one team play
in the tournament" answered Knight,
"and that's Fairfield."
One for Knight.
The next question came from the
back and was directed at Steve Afford, the
high scoring Indiana guard. "You looked
like you communicated well out there
tonight, Steve. You executed well and
things appeared easy. How do you feel?"
After Alford articulately responded,
Knight interrupted, "Boy, Steve, if he
thinks you communicated well tonight, I
bet you'd love to play for him." The
entire room laughed.
Back to the game, Knight
commented on .Fairfield's strategy.
"Fairfield made the decision early to take
Steve and Daryl (Indiana forward
Thomas) out. That's why Steve only
shot 5 times."
He was then asked what the best
thing to come out of the game was. "The
fact that we are in the second round."
The next question pertained to the
recent death of Ohio State football
coaching legend Woody Hayes. "He was
one of the two best teachers I ever had in
the classroom. College athletics needs
more people like Woody Hayes. Hell, he
kicked a couple yard markers and
screamed at some referees, but the good
he did for the game is immeasurable."
Then he was asked if his defensive

[Photo by Kevin Wolfthal]

Indiana's Bobby Knight.

pressure contributed to Fairfield's poor
The next reporter then asked if the
shooting percentage. "1 don't know," Tie lopsided victory would help or hurt his
answered. "Maybe the ball was slippery."
team against their next opponent.
Someone asked about the prospect
"How the hell do I know,"
of playing in Cinncinati, which meant responded Knight. "If I knew that I'd be a
looking past his next opponent, Auburn. weatherman. We could play great and we
He threw the reporter a disgusted look. could stink. That's a stupid question.
"That's not even a prospect."
Hell, if I could answer questions like that
Two for Knight.
I'd be down in Washington keeping
He was then asked what he said in Reagan's ass out of the whole contra
the locker room at halftime with Indiana mess. I'd have taken one look at that
ahead 46-21. "I didn't have any time. It marine colonel and said 'Mr. President,
takes about five minutes to get there (the we gotta get the bleeping guy outta
locker rooms are situated underneath the here."'
stands in the cavernous Hoosier Dome)
Three for Knight.
Knight then stood up, said thank
and once we got there seven of my
'
you,
and exited the room. End of press
players had to pee. Hell, I only had 47
conference.
Knightcourt was adjourned.
seconds to talk before we went out
again."

COLLEGE LIFE STRESSFUL?
We help with test anxiety, headaches, and other stress related symptoms.

T

Immediate Retail
Job Opportunities
We'll Pay You While We Train You
Sears has exciting job openings for ambitious and conscientious students and faculty willing to accept the challenge of
the world's leader in Merchandising and Retail Sales. If you
think you can contribute to our Second Century of Progress,
we'll provide a comprehensive Training Program that allows
you to earn while you learn.
• Accounting
• Maintenance
• Clerical
• Sales
• Automotive
• Merchandise Handlers
Our flexible morning, afternoon and evening schedules provide permanent part-time employees the ability to easily
manage studies and a career. For your talent, Sears will provide a friendly and pleasant atmosphere, a promotion from
within policy and the opportunity to accrue benefits for
working at more than one Sears' location within any
12-month period.
• Paid Holiday/Vacations • Profit Sharing/Pension
• Employee Discounts
• Disability and Life Insurance
For more information about job openings in the store
nearest you, call Sears' Employment Counselling Office
Mon-Fri 8:30-4:00
1-800-533-3456 and in New York 1-800-533-3344.
We are an equal opportunity employer, M/F/H/V.

1305 Post Road • Fairfield, Connecticut • 259-4666
(most insurance accepted)

Symposium on Central America in C.C. Lobby 3/24
Sponsored by the Spanish Student Association

SURPRISE SOMEONE!
FEATURING
• "TOBY" THE POPULAR
PANDA BEAR
• OUR FAMOUS BANANA
• ATTILLA & PRISCILLA
THE GORILLAS
• OUR SENSUOUS
SALOON GIRL (OOH LA LA)
• VIRGINA HAM
• AND MANY OTHERS

REASONABLY PRICED CALL FOR DETAILS

WE DELIVER FUN!
Balloon
Deliveries
Singing
Telegrams
Clowns
7 ft. Bananas
Dancing Pigs

Bees

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus
TUESDAY, MARCH 24, 1987.
to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE, ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER PLANNING CENTER
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FAIRFIELD
BEHAVIORAL
MEDICINE

Bears
Bunnies
Gorillas
Corporate &
School
Accounts
Welcome
Decorating
Service
Balloon
Imprinting
Promotions
Demonstrators

The
Pick-Up
Balloon
Bunch

FREE
|

ONE SUPER—
DUPER HELIUM

BALLOON

$5.95

Just For
Stopping By

Cash & Carry
Only

Limit 1 Per
Customer

$3
OFF
Any

$1.00
OFF

BALLOON
DELIVERY

$5.00

EVERY

1

Limit 1 Per
Customer

JW@NKIY
BUSINESS•
The Singing Tetegrarn/BoUoon Delivery Ca
1844 Post Rd., Fairfield, CT
Easy Access from I-95 exit 21

Norwalk
852-1876

Fairfield
255-9896

,.
..
New Haven
787-1876

Purchased
^ Per
Customer

Limit
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NCAA Ride Derailed
Powerful Indiana Fells
Fairfield 92-58
By Paul Fabbri
Sports Editor
He can now rest easy for his career
is nearly complete. He is a former Mr.
Basketball of Indiana. As a member of
the 1984 Olympic team, he won a gold
medal. He is a two-time Ail-American.
While he has yet to win a National
Championship ring, he has now been
afforded the highest honor a college
basketball player can receive. Steve
Alford has made The Mirror.
However, judging by the looks of
things last Thursday in Indianapolis, the
outstanding senior guard may wellappear
in the vicinity of Bourbon Street by the
end of the month to add the final jewel to
his brilliant college crown.
It was with great anticipation that
the Stag faithful turned on CBS last
Sunday at 5:30. The pairings of the
NCAA Tournament were to be
announced and Fairfield would not only
find out who their opponent would
be,but also which of the four regions
they would be sent to. Smart money had

where some alumni are on a 10 year
waiting list for season tickets, the Stags
were entering hostile territory. If that's
not enough of a disadvantage, the Stags
were also up against the ghost of
Cleveland State. It was only one year ago
that heavily favored Indiana fell to Coach
Kevin Mackey's Vikings in the first
round of the tournament as an entire state
looked on in disbelief. The odds were
indeed discouraging.
David reached into his bag and
took out a stone which he slung at
Goliath ...
(1 Samuel 17 :49)
Now if only Fairfield had been as
accurate as David. After A.J. Wynder was
fouled by Alford he canned a pair of free
throws to bring the Stags within two, 86 at the 14:04 mark. At this point
Buonaguro should have called a time out
and declined the rest of the game. For
after a TV time out Indiana began to play
Final Four-type basketball and Fairfield

If HE WERE 6'8" HE'D BE AN ALL-AMERICAN. Tim O'Toole rips down a
rebound in a crowd of Hoosiers. (Photo by Kevin Wolfthal)
the Stags playing at either the East got ice cold. The Stags wound up
Regional (situated in Syracuse, N.Y. and shooting a chilling 8-31 (25%) as the
Charlotte, N.C.) or the Southeast Hoosiers took a commanding 46-21 lead
Regional (Birmingham, AL or Atlanta, into the locker room.
GA). However, both regions were
Fairfield came out in the second half
announced and still the Stags were not playing for pride. Jeff Gromos hit a free
mentioned. CBS cut away to a throw. Wynder fed Gromos for a layup
commercial before the bomb was and when fouled by Ricky Calloway,
dropped. With a 15-15 overall record, the completed the three point play. Then
NCAA Tournament had tabbed Fairfield came the play of the game - if your from
as one of the worst four teams in the 64- Fairfield. Alford brought the ball up. He
team event, along with 22-8 Bucknell, crossed half court and dribbled left.
13-13 Penn, and 15-15 Idaho State. As Wynder then waved at the ball and the
the 16th seed in the Midwest Regional All-American lost control. Wynder
Fairfield received the dubious honor of picked up the loose ball and headed up
facing the 3rd-ranked team in the nation court. With Hoosiers in hot pursuit,
in their own backyard.
Wynder quieted the masses with the final
Just prior to last week's MAAC dunk of his career. For a brief fleeting
tourrnament, Mitch Buonaguro took his moment, Indiana was in trouble. The
team to see the movie Hoosiers, based Stags trailed 46-27.
upon a true story in which Milan, a tiny
However, Bobby Knight's bigger,
high school in basketball-mad Indiana, deeper and more talented team tightened
rides an improbable wave of upsets to the screws. For every one basket Fairfield
capture the 1954 Indiana State Champion- would score Indiana would get two, and
ship. Perhaps it was Buonaguro's thinking rebounds usually found their way into the
that no the movie could inspire his Stags hands of the guys in white.
"They played great. They looked
and add to their equally improbable string
of upsets. However the odds against them sharp. They played like the number three
team in the country," lamented
were somewhat staggering.
Buonaguro.
In Indiana, the Stags faced a team
"We are not used to playing a team
that was co-champion of the Big Ten, with that kind of inside depth. I think
one of the premier conferences in college Jeff did a good job considering the fact
basketball. The top seed in the Midwest that he had to play against Garret (7-foot
Regional, Indiana had spent part of the center Dean) and Thomas (6'9" forward,
season as the number one team in the Daryl). We knew we weren't going to get
country, en route to a 24-4 record. the ball inside. Their defense really
Indiana would be able to enjoy a home affected us and the fact that we shot so
court advantage as the game was being poorly (36% for the game) didn't help."
played at the Indianapolis Hoosier Dome,
Gromos finished the game with 21
just 50 miles from the Hoosier's while Wynder had 15. Eddie Golden who
Bloomington campus. In a state where finished with 11 points and 5 rebounds
religion takes a back seat to a sport drew notice from a couple of noteworthy
played with a round leather ball and onlookers.

GOT SMART - 6'10" Andy Woodtli skys to block this Keith Smart shot in the
second half. (Photo by Kevin Wolfthal)
"I've been coaching basketball for
14 years," noted Bobby Knight, "and he's
the best I've ever seen. Ever." Remarked
Steve Alford, the man assigned to cover
him, "And they call me an AllAmerican? I've played against Roy
Marble of Iowa, Troy Lewis of Purdue,
David Rivers of Notre Dame and I've
played with Kenny Smith and Michael
Jordan on the Olympic team. Not one of
them even comes close to Golden. He's
unbelievable."
For the Hoosiers, Garret led the way
with 20 points and 7 rebounds while
Calloway (17 points, 8 rebounds) and
Thomas (14 points, 2 rebounds) also
made big contributions. Alford, who
played 25 minutes, scored 13 points and
made both 3-pointers he attempted. In
all, 13 Indiana players scored.
Rich Barry fired up a 15 footer. The
ball swished through the net but it had
left Barry's hands a split second after the
horn had sounded. And so, Fairfield's
season was over. But it ended a week and
a half later than anybody thought it
would have. As the season ends, so do
five careers. For these five men who
helped revive tradition here at Fairfield
we say good-bye and thank you. Thank
you Rich Barry for a special type of
dedication and perserverance in a situation
where others would have packed it in.
Thank you Eddie Golden for stealing the
ball from Kevin Houston and playing in
pain so many times. Thank you Tim
O'Toole for that 10 footer against Yale
and 100% every time on the floor .Thank
you Jeff Gromos for being in the right
place at the right time against Holy
Cross and for all those smooth jumpers.
Thank you A.J. Wynder for all those
dunks and The Shot.
Despite the fact that they had just
been handed a 34-point shellacking, Eddie
Golden put it all in perspective.
"This is a start of a new era here at
Fairfield. I feel pretty good about that. I

look forward to coming back to Alumni
Hall and seeing all those NCAA and
MAAC banners hanging up there and
saying I was a part of that."
STAG Notes: Jeff Gromos, who
scored 21 in defeat, is now fifth on the
all-time scoring list for Fairfield with
1,429...Wynder finishes his career with
1,313 points, good for ninth on the alltime list...His 522 assists make him
only the second Stag ever to reach the
1,000
point,
500
assist
plateau...assistant coach Joe DeSantis is
the other...Buonaguro's wife Diane gave
birth to a sort Michael Anthony last
Saturday...The 34-point margin of
victory was the second largest by an
Indiana team in NCAA tournament
play...they beat Maryland by 35 in
1981...Already rumors have started...one
claims Buonaguro may be headed for
Providence to replace Rick Pitino, who
supposedly is in line for the Knick
job...Another has Seton Hall dumping
their head man P.J. Carlesimo for
Mitch...Tim O'Toole finished his career
with 990 points, fouling out with 5:02
to go in the Indiana game...29,610 came
to Indianapolis to see Golden and the
Stags, an NCAA single game record.
INDIANA 92
Calloway 6-11 5-5 17, Thomas 6-8 2-2
14, Garrett 7-11 6-8 20, Alford 4-5 2-2 13,
Smart 1-7 2-2 4, Smith 1-1 0-0 2, Eyl 2-4 00 4, Hillman 1-1 0-2 2, Freeman 1-1 2-2 4,
Meier 0-0 0-0 0, Pelkowski 1-4 0-0 2, Sloan
1-3 4-4 6, Minor 0-1 2-2 2, Oliphant 0-0 2-3
2. Totals 31-57 28-33 92.
FAIRFIELD 58
O'Toole 2-7 3-5 7, Duncan 1-3 0-0 2,
Gromos 8-19 5-8 21, Wynder 4-12 7-9 15,
Golden 5-7 1-1 11, Bradford 0-6 0-0 0,
Woodtli 0-1 0-0 0, Cook 0-0 0-0 0, Walters 01 2-2 2, Barry 0-0 0-0 0, Horton 19-19 7-7
45. Totals 20-56 18-25 58.
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FIND THE ALL-AMERICAN IN THIS PICTURE. Indiana's Steve Alford guards
New Jersey's Ed Golden. (Photo by Kevin Wolfthall)

